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ABSTRACT

2. ULTRASOUND APODIZING VS. SPECTRAL

WINDOWING

A high performanceultrawund

imaging system requires
precise control of the amplitude ofthe elementsin its aperture, 85 well as the time delays between them. We describe
results in imaging with and without such apodizing, and
describe a method for controlling channel amplitude which
preserves the autonomy between chaMek characteristic of
digital beamfomers. A s part of the study, we investigate
how the classical results on windowing transfer to a highbandwidth system such as au ultrasound scanner.
The algorithm allows the array to he dynamically windowed while its aperture grows in proportion to the time
after a transmit excitation. Linear and curved arrays,where
the phase center changes with beam position, are also K commodated. A surprisingly versatile system is needed to
provide a satisfactory apodizing function in all cases. The
simulations from a bielevel model of the VLSI implementation of the algorithm show its value in improving beam
quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
The question of how best to window an imaging aperture
is a n old one, and the subject of numerous articles, since it
overlaps with more general t,opics in spectral estimation [l]
and harmonic analysis [Z]. It has also been termed “shading”, “blooming” or “apodizing”, depending on theparticular area of imaging theory under discussion. Wright 131 and
Maslak 141 emphssized the importance
of windowing in commercial phased-array instruments more than a decade ago.
Their contention was that detail resolution-determind by
beamformer accuracy, transducer width and frequencyis
inadequate to measure theperformance of an imager. This
is because the clinician is also concerned with differentiating between smell changes in
texture and contrast. As an
example, most older people have cysts (fluid-filled spheres)
resulting from injuries; these structures are benign. Often,
tumors are almost as hypoechoic as cysts, hut require immediate attention. The amount of energy emitted by the
transducer away from the main beam direction is thus of
great interest; the term contmst resolution has been coined
as a measure of it.
This paper examineswindowing. or apodizing, the array
in view of various complications inherent in the ultr-nic
case. It presents a method for achieving accurate channelbased amplitude control, and
shows results fromsimulations
of an imager.
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The ultrasound imaging problem can broadly be understood in terms of Fourier optics, an appealing framework
with which to create intuition about imaging performance
A basic imaging equation [6] can be formed from the integral of the Green’s function multiplied by the aperture
function, both expanded to quadratic terms:

In equation ( l ) ,c$ is the velocity potential at (r.0);the frr
of the imager is a t (TO, @Q);the wavenumber k = 27r/X;
and W ( z ) is the window function of the aperture, which
extends from m to zr.This is a far-field, narrowband a p
proximation, and looks like a Fourier transform in th? variable kz(sin 8- sin So) close to the focal point, of a near-held
imager such as an ultrasound machine. In this regime, for a
continuous-wave excitation, the beam bears a Fourier transform relation to aperture amplitude. Therefore,by enrploying a windowing scheme 121. we would expect todecreast: the
unwanted energy in the imager’s sibelobes, at the cost of a
loss of detail resolution. Two features of ultrasound transducers make this a more complex scenario, however. Thcse
are the wide fractional bandwidths used in ultrasound, and
the directivity of the individual transducer elements.
GUS

2.1. Effect of wide bandwidth
Equation (1) gives the field for mntinuouswave excitation.
In recentyears,tgpicalcommercial
transducers have expandedtheir -3 dB fractional bandwidths from 40% to
around 70%, 50 it is necessary to understand the rlfect on
the point-spread function of “white light” illuminat,ion of
the aperture. (Fractional bandwidthswill be quoted as fullwidths at the half-power point of the spectrum). Nikoonahad 151 derived an equationfor the point-spread function of
a circular aperture excited with a toneburst pulse of length
T ;with no windowing:

where fo is the center frequency of the toneburst, D is the
aperture diameter, and R = k D r / 2 r r o . The squared Bessel
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function term results from this equation describing a twoway beam, in contrast to(1). The effectof broadband t r a n s
ducer excitation is thus twofold
-10

..

As the frequency increases, the focusbecomes tighter.

..

Thepoinbspreadfunction
at a given frequency is
added to the integral with a =weight” given by the
amplitude of the Fourier transform of the excitation
at that frequency.
While this allows us to predict resolution of a broadband
system based on the center of gmvity (or first moment) of
the power spectrum, the effect of a window is 1- clear. As
a first step in understanding this, we simulated a E4X sector
probe at low (8%) and high (70%) bandwidths, with and
without shading. The excitation
wa5 a Gaussian-modulated
sine wave (center frequency 3.75 MHz), and a Tukey window function was used. The simulation was designed to
accurately reEect the operating constraintsof a real-life imager. Round-off and quantization noise (in both amplitude
and timedelay) thus limit the effects of the windowing.
In the narrowband (figure 1) and wideband (figure 2)
plots, the windowed array is represented by the solid line;
the unshaded arrayis dotted. The beam profiles plotted are
maximum intensity projections of the point-spread function. Zero degrees on the abscissa refers to the direction
broadside to the array. The simulated point source is positioned 7.2’ off-axis, at a range of 50 mm.

Figure 2: Effect of windowing with 70% fractional baudwidth. The windowed array is the solid line; the unsbaded
array is dotted. The “white-light” effect is apparent, in that
oscillations in the beam profile have disappeared; however,
windowing still proves useful.

2.2. Element directivity

An approximation for the directivity of a transducer element of width Ax is given by

D ( a ) = cos(a)sinc [ % s i n e ] .

(3)

The cosine term is B consequence of thehigh-impedance
PZT operating into relatively low-impedance tissue; the
sinc term is the diffraction pattern of a line receiver of
sound. This directivity depends on the angle
a between
the transducer element and the source of sound, and it is
superimposed upon any windowing in a manner dependent
upon the source location. The significance of this equation
can be seen by evaluating it for sector andlinear trasnducers
operated at F j 2 . For a ,412 sector probe, D varies from 1 to
0.82 for the B = 0 beam; thus the elements appear largely
point-like and omnidirectional. However, with a 3,412 linear transducer, the variation in D is from 1 to 0.36. This
means that the coherent sum from such an array, receiving
from a point source at xb,
beamsum m
steering angb (engreea)
Figure 1: Effect of windowing with 8% fractionalbandwidth. The windowed array is the solid line; the unshaded
array is dotted, The windowing trades off main lobe width
and sidelobe level.

A moderate improvement in the sidelobe energy is evident in boththenarrow-baudand
widebaud c m . For
many transducers, however, windowing is more necessary
than these examples suggest.
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1:

D [ a ( x- zb)]dz,

(4)

is considerably smaller than the (xr - xL)/Ax one might
expect without directivity effects.
The sidelobe level is determined by a similar integral,
angle of
which includes a sinusoidal termindicatingthe
steering error; for a beam focused at z b , the signal received
from a source at xs is

sidelobe m

L:

D [ a ( x- z,)]e’F(”b’r’)Zds. (5)

The factor eic(zb3=a)=,
which inducesaphaseshift
across
the array, means that essentially only the values of D at

the ends of the integral contribute to the sidelobe level in
the unwindowed csse. Ifwe are unlucky enough to have
the interfering source position zsat either end of the cur.. = x1 or zs= %?), D = l and the
rently active aperture (
end effect is magnified with respect to the coherent sum.
Therefore, careshould be taken with directive linear t r a n s
ducer elements, since their sidelobes are more serious. This
is illustrated in figure 3, where the difference between the
windowed and unwindowed beam profiles is very significant.

nmc

0
-10

Figure 4 Approximate form of W ( z , t ) for linear array
where beam position is offset from array center. Note the
need to translate thecenter of the window function (aswell
as dilating it) as the range increases and the aperture enlarges. This is due to the effect of the physical extremities
of the transducer.

M

Figure 3: Effect of windowing on a 7.5 MHz linear array
with X element spacing. The fact that the end elements in
the windowed array arealways operated at a low amplitude
reduces the problem of “sidelobe amplification” characteris
tic of large linear probe elements. The millating behavior
seen in the unwindowed (dotted) line is characteristic of
changes in the array multiplexing. This reinforces the idea
that we are dealing with an end effect.

S. IMPLEMENTATION

A premium imagerneeds to sdjust both time delay and
amplitude continuously, for each receive channel. This is
because the “dynamic focus“ requires a lens whose strength
decreases with range.
The aperture increases with range,
so we need to dilate and translate the tapering
function
to reIlect the dynamics of the aperture. We would like to
generate a function of t i e t for each channel of the imager
W(s.t)

which looks like figure 4. In this diagram, the straightlines
physical dimensions of
show a constantF-number.The
the array limit the growth of the aperture at n, and n,.
This also explains why translation ss well as dilation of the
window is necessary.
In (6), W is the window function, w ( t ) is its width, and
c(t) is its o h t from the center of the aperture. Dynamic
windowing is complicated for linear and curvilinear t r a n s
ducers, because the phase center and the physical center of

the aperture aren’t coincident. The functional dependence
f is easily implemented using a RAM, the rest of the circuit
makes the address of that RAM. The fundamental problem
is that while c(t) and w ( t ) have simple functional forms
when viewed from the perspective of the entire aperture:

c(t) =

rp

w ( t ) = k,t
if n

p+ht
xmsx/2

(7)

5 ne

ne < n 5 nm
n > n,>

(8)

the dynamic windowing sees only the development of one
channel’s amplitude as a function of time. (smax is half
the extent of the aperture; p is its phase center; n is the
clock count, and kl and kz are constants.) A good approximation to the rather awkward single-channel form treats
the amplitude as a piecewise hyperbolic function:
if n

[

< nLa

Smnm-gmnm/n
2
n>n,.
~’

This describes the most complex form of the address
which occurs when the parameters specifying the psitiou of the channel in the aperture, n., ne and n,, are
related by n. 5 nc 5 n,. While we need to be able top r o
duce up to threehyperbolas, and their signs may differfrom
those in equation (g), the function y(n) can be assumed to
be continuous. This is because the purpose of the dynamic
windowing is to avoid any discontinuity in amplitude at any
time during the opening of the aperture. A convenient algorithm to make such hyperbolic functions in VLSJ 171 is
Bresenham’s algorithm 181. An example of this type of algorithm (which was originally developed to efficiently draw
curves on raster displays) is shown in figure 5.
y(n),
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motivated the investigation of array performance through
simulation at CRD. The vision and execution of Sharhel
Noujaim, John Pedicone and Ted Rhyne is much appreciated.

-

a = ScaleParameter;

Startclock;
Startclock;
RamAddress = MemorySize;

b

c =

for (n

= Startclock; n
b ++;
c -= a ;
if ( c < 0) I
a --;
c += b;

[l]S.L. Marple, “Digital spectral analysis: with applications”, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1987.

121.
.

RamAddress --;

>

1

F.J. Harris,“On

the Use of Windows for Harmonic
Analysis with the Discrete Fourier Transform”. Pme.
IEEEf38(1), 51-83 (1978).

131 J.N. Wright, “Resolution issues in medical ultrasound”,
Pm. IEEE 1985 UUmsonics Sgmpsium, 79S-799.

Figure 5: Bresenham’s algorithm, shown in a form which
computes a hyperbola of a clock variable, U. This cornputstion translates well into the types of operation passible at
high speed within an ASIC.
The algorithm of figure 5 computes the function,
RamAddress = ScaleParsmeter

Startclock

which, with appropriate resets at n, and n,, can produce
W ( s , t ) .It involves no divisions ornmultiplications. The
output RamAddress can he connected to the addres lines
of a RAM containing an arbitrary window function f.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Windowing is an important topicfor producing consistently
artefact-free ultrasoundimages. The need is pronounced for
transducers whose elements are appreciably largerthan X f 2 ,
which is often the case. Making a circuit which computes an
d e q u a t e approximation to the desired window fundion is
quite challenging, but worthwhile in terms of image quality.
There is obviously much more to investigate in this area.
Further work might include calculating optimal windowing
functions for transducers of varying bandwidth and element
d i r e c t i ~ t y . A measuredimpulse response should also replace the exponentially modulated sine wave used in these
simulations; equation (2) shows that this will &ect the r e
s u b The effective aperture 191 model of transmit-receive
imaging demonstrates that this two-way procresults in
a self-convolution of the aperture window function. Then,
for example, a square aperture amplitudebecomes a triangular shape. In this case, there is a significant amount of
self-windowing occuring. Perhaps when this is taken into
account, the case for windowing the aperture d l be I e s
clear.
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